Sub.: Monthly report on cleanliness campaign for August, 2015.

1. A special cleanliness drive was undertaken in the Colony area where by involvement of residents all the colony roads were cleaned and dumbed garbage was removed and disposed in the pits.

2. Cleaning of working space i.e sitting arrangement (Table, chair, computers and peripherals), racks, almirah and book shelves etc by respective employee is a regular feature.

3. At RRS, Bikaner rooms/labs in the main office were cleaned and area surrounding the office premises were made weed fee by removing all the unwanted plants.

4. All Staff at CAZRI RRS, Bhuj development activities in regard to lawn in front of KVK office remained continue.

Signature of In-charge

Date: 08.09.2015
Cleaning of premises by removing weeds at RSS, Bikaner

Maintenance of garden developed at RSS, Bhuj